Abstract: 3D visualization is the recent research need to be able to view the model from various angles so as to see data that is obscured by other data. While visualizing the data, view point selection is one of the major challenge which define the viewpoint information to select best viewpoints. This paper introduces teaching learning opacity based optimization (TLOO) and Kalman filter for selecting optimal viewpoint. The structural features of 3D volume dataset such as opacity and luminance is extracted for selecting optimal viewpoint position from that structural features. TLOO optimization algorithm identifies the voxels and standard information using view point evolution function. Then, kalman filter steers the optimization process with the help of cost function. The proposed flow of the technique is simple and very effective for selecting optimal viewpoints in 3D images. Computational complexity and the quality metrics are analyzed that provided maximum output efficiency.
Introduction
The volume rendering is generally used to render the 2D image projected into 3D data sets by a 3D scalar field. The volume rendering technique is carried out to find a surface features accuracy [1] . The volume rendering is generally classified in to indirect and direct classes. The direct class render volumetrically information to establish 2D image [2] . Indirect class render is managed faster than direct class rendering which offers to reduce standard 3D rendering method modification [3] . The condition in rendering indicates a unit area, volume which may be a 3D cubic factor array. To develop a 3D data set volume rendering technique is one of the optimized method which is developed here [4] . For imaging development in medical field, rendering is carried out by direct class rendering and its approach is said to be successful and hard to find current approach is insufficient. The images are rendered to realistic by employing mathematical method to get an optimistic image. These visualization application and technique offer to develop a real time data [5] . The transfer functions (TF) is to use best technique for DVR operation. The transfer functions are using real time in computerized tomography data sets [6] . The 3D volume rendering align data's based on transfer function that is used to design function domain to luminance and opacity. In medical field 3D visualization which will monitor patient's capability to generate visualization by point of dynamic discussion, modifying transparency, offering clipping planes and tissue colour [7] .
Engineers and scientist become assistant their knowledge on information transmission, mobile device and remote rendering programming in order to recognize this practicality [8] [9] . A 3D interpretation carries contusion structural data and linked formation and 2D analysis requirements to find out local data at intervals single slice images [10] . DVR acquired point out to be superior that time this context and compared to indirect approaches, whatever consider polygonal models [11] . It supports constant image information partition using TFs' that assign darkness and colour to each data value. To avoid time absorbing recover in a particular active function stages. Respectively, aggregate manipulation and high-feature production are valuable choice to employing during a clinical setting [12] . Being imaging operation 3D image has become a popular approaches, as well as computer supported recognition, image-guided radiotherapy and surgery [13] . For this activity using segmentation, that grants volumes of interest (VOI's) and visual separation. 3D substance is suitable for great demonstrations like volumetric and multi-modality, polygonal and attribute (often get to obtain) from data sets [14] . As every good of information set on its own different image technique, this heterogeneity to render numerous objects within information explanation cause it strong as a single rendering pipeline [15] . The concurrent rendering isn't that easy once there's a change in data structure between them with multiple uniform datasets. However, serious loss is that systems availability, whatever contributes exact graphics volume for clinical application [17] [18] . High-end servers, it suggests basic suggestion that to handle enormous scientific information sets, high-performance IO bandwidth and calculation power [19] . Again, systems are fast growing as resolved rendering competence and calculation. The aim is to correctly determine boundary of prostate on rendered images, and employing CT data sets is to improve opacity transfer functions to analyze prostate from normal viewing adaptation [20] . The significant goal is to have a computer justify 'good' viewpoint(s) to customer. We have consecutive two (not necessarily disjoint) instructions for determining a valid viewpoint: (i) a viewpoint is valid if voxel with high consequence factors have high visibilities. (ii) A viewpoint is good if volumetric data set projection has a high information quantity. The optimization problem is to select optimal viewpoint from search space using advanced techniques [21] .
In this paper the proposed non-conventional optimization method TLOO provides accurate results regardless of voxel's opacity and luminance. This algorithm is based on teaching learning technique which does not require specific controlling parameters. Hence it provides global solution with high consistency and less computational effort. This algorithm is efficient and it takes less number of iterations over PSO and SFLA. In our proposed study improved a fundamental part in viewpoint selection, as it's an additional uncertain viewpoint evaluations place and mainly enhance searching process capability.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the related works and section 3 describes the proposed approach of view point selection. The implementation results and conclusions are represented in section 4 and 5 respectively.
Related work
Alper M. Selver [22] employing brush lets increase volumetrically information (i.e., domain of TF) that symbolize high-frequency and every low uneven structures are completely various circumference in transform domain. The developed brush let coefficients also used for application of preferred portion and reorganization of volume for non-linear handling. By using atlas and machine learning based technique, transfer function is difficult, slow and unintuitive. Hence there is a need of simplest transfer function for making the volume data visible. Using well-known TF requirement technique's applications to intestinal information sets achieve with MR, CT, and PET shows that prepared volume improvement efficiently creates higher standard of 3D rendering Kyoko Hasegawa et al. [23] . Sorting of transparent object in unity is a problem associated with the method of transparent-rendering.
It illustrates slice images using colour and opacity with non-uniform opacity design the same as volume rendering. In medical, for analysis, inner threedimensional design transparent surface visual image is mostly used Dong-Joon Kim et al. [24] . During polygons should be arranged on vision line, such visualization classically includes use of polygonal shape graphics. However, for large-scale information that are categorize by enlarged computation time. Consequently, doesn't need arranging is planned as a transparent-rendering method for particle-based volume rendering. They offer 3D-fused pictures to show performance of planned method, as well as volume-slice and slice-slice pictures, for medical volumetrically knowledge. In this the rendering pipelines used should be restructured and it needs an additional algorithm for restructuring. The conclusion show that achievement of their work is suitable in cases within empire of particle is larger than that of cell Youn Hyun Jung et al. [25] . This research presents a novel different medical objects intermixing technique for fusion rendering whereas protecting real-time performance. For current applications within medical system various 3D image objects has been increasingly needed. Because of information structure or no consistency in information explanation, it's tough to with efficiency render multiple medical objects in high quality. Finally, they developed a slab-based visibility intermixing technique with recently estimated rendering pipeline supported effective in-slab and z- slab visibility interpolation. By introducing a dualmodality positron emission imaging, in a physical related case supported by CT and CT (PET-CT) represent pathophysiological do with PET. To allow visual image for three-dimensional volume rendering approaches and a two-dimensional slice of interest (SOI) from PET meet with DVR (DVR) from CT. Correlated with various slice-based and their prior methods, it shows developments with visualization approach. Then prompt clinical analysis of their visual image during a PET-CT analysis sequence of patients with non-small cell lung cancer and developed cartilage volume and thickness quantified using an edge detection based. However, the time taken for selecting depth parameter, occlusion information leads to the removal of valuable contextual cues. An interactive segmentation technique from knee joint magnetic resonance images (MRI), and joint visualized in 3D M. S. Mallikarjunaswamy et al. [26] .
To reduce amount of voxel volume of interest (VOI) process method used and treated in 3D rendering of articular cartilage. As compared with physical and different semi-automatic strategies decrease processing time. Using Bland-Altman plots as compared with physical strategies handled of thickness and volume calculation was evaluated. The contour VOI must be defined for each orthogonal direction. VOI will vary with time; hence it is difficult to define the same VOI at all time. The selected viewpoints are needed to be optimized for best visualization. PSO and SFLA are the popular optimization algorithms for view point selection in volume rendering. Due to the simplicity of TLOO, it is proposed in 3D dataset visualization.
Proposed methodology for locating optimal view using DVR
The main criterion discussed on this paper is evolution of an advanced technique for choosing optimal viewpoint used in DVR. The optimization is carried out to find viewpoint entropy value of different structural features at different angles. To develop an optimal view point, measure 3D image entropy rate which offer a structural features such as opacity and luminance of projected view of input image. These parameters are tried to indicate voxel and structural data within that that image data set. These data sets are being used by TLOO for optimal view point estimation. Thus optimal view is selected and it is subsequent to maximum number of entropy value. By improving line opacity and surface, optimal viewpoint can be located. The proposed algorithm can locate optimal viewpoint by logically and automatically. For cost function estimation, proposed approach using Kalman filter as a medium for reduction of cost function in optimization process. Figure. 1 Block diagram for proposed work Graphical representation of proposed work diagram is given in Fig. 1 which shows input parameter as a 3D volume data set. The image is said to find optimal view point evolution entropy based on different structural features such as opacity and luminance. The view point evaluation is carried out with structural data by TLOO algorithm and final approach of optimization is to reduce cost function which can be estimated by using Kalman filter to proposed algorithm by which it completes the proposed work.
Viewpoint evolution entropy
The viewpoint evolution entropy is evaluated by using computerized thermography data sets. The main problem affecting viewpoint selection is to choosing optimal viewpoint. In volume rendering process image visibility is determined by voxel which is used for opacity and luminance estimation. The reason for aspects are opacity and luminance are moved for attain optimal viewpoint. For larger structural information user recommends the rendering viewpoint for a processing. The viewpoint entropy of a given view can be executed from following equation. Where, M means number of pixels in rendered image, αz and kz are taken as opacity and luminance of the pixel i. The normalized orthogonal gradient attitude of opacity and luminance are taken as waz and wkz, they describe structure information within 3D volume data set.
TLOO based optimized view point selection
The viewpoint entropy is selected and best point is calculated, by after issues are figured out over view sphere, then TLOO algorithm is applied to calculate most simple set of candidate views. The population (learner) which is taken as entropy and structure features i.e. opacity and luminance which act as instructor. TLOO is a population based algorithmic function where entropy is taken as input parameter. The initialization starts by applying population of entropy which is generally consider as learners. The learner phase is considered as population phase and structure features are considered as instruction and learning effect which is identical to the fitness value in optimization. In TLOO algorithm, in this main aspect is to find out error less entropy. In proposed work, best solution is considered as instructor. TLOO is categorized in to two phases one is teaching phase and another one is learning phase. In teaching phase is trained by an instructor and learning phase is trained by intercommunication with in the learner phase. Both phase functions are described in Fig. 2 below.
Teaching phase
In this phase, learning is done by taking ideas from learners (entropy) and optimizes mean results. Let assume N as number of learners and rz as number of learners in population range, z = 1, 2… n. The mean result of learners be Nq in this range q=1, 2… n. The learners mean result can be calculated from following equation, Where Yq zbest denotes optimal best learner in this range of q, Tp means teaching factor in learner phase is randomly chosen in this range (1, 2) and rz means random number in this range from 0 to 1. The training factor Tf can be calculated from following equation below.
Tp, is not a norm of the TLOO algorithm. The value of Tp is not disposed as a source of algorithm and its value is randomly determined by Eq. (2). By equation (2) Nq is modify in teacher phase according to below expression. Figure. 3 TLOO Algorithm
Learner phase
The learning phase provides instruction to learners by understanding between learners. The learners gain idea by communicate with similar other learners. Thus learner selects new data if learner has more idea than other learner. Select two learners randomly, Yz and Yq are pick such that z ≠ q (where, Yz and Yq are modify values of Yz and Nq properly at the end of teacher phase).
Ynew, value is approved, if it contributes a better function value. The value of rz is the random number in the range of (0, 1). The pseudo code for the teaching learning based optimization algorithm is given in Fig. 3. 
Kalman filter (EKF)
The Kalman Filter employ predictor corrector algorithm to measure current state variables, along with their inconsistency. The Kalman filter used to control noisy system. There are two types of relation for Kalman filter such as prediction and correction. The prediction equation anticipates what the current state is located on previous state and commanded action. The second set of equations known as update equations view at your origin of sensors, how much you recognize every sensor, and how much you gain your overall state estimate. This filter works by anticipating present state uses prediction equations follow by examine how well at a job it did predicting by using update equations. This operation is repeated to update the present state. 
Where, Xt denote Kalman filter with true state time interval between t and t-1, At means state transition model with previous state time interval yt-1 and Bt means input control model with controlling vector at time interval zt, zt denotes the measurement variance matrix. ii) Compute error covariance matrices:
Where, Rt-1 represents the state variance matrix, At is the state transition model, At s is the transpose of At. , Dt is process variance matrix.
Updating
iii) Kalman gain calculation:
Where Rt-1 means state variance matrix, J denotes the observation matrices, Om -1 is the inverse of residual covariance, Lt is measurement variable. iv) Kalman gain updating: (13) Where, F denotes the Kalman gain, J denotes the observation matrices and Rt-1 represents the state variance matrix.
Experimental results and analysis
The proposed work is carried out in an advanced stage that supports MRI, CT, PET, VOREEN which includes such formats like JPEG, BMP etc. A PET scan is carried out on mouse raw data which is captured on Quad Hidac small animal PET scanner with a data set of 150×150×276 voxel with 16 bits is taken for the execution of outputs. The execution of proposed work is carried out in Mat Lab platform by enhancing convergence rate, SNR, PSNR, MSE and lowering the view point difficulty. The performance evaluation among proposed and existing algorithm are explained in below Table 1 .
In Fig. 4 , Kalman filter output reorganize the image after viewing all optimal points. The image is reorganized from 3D raw data to 2D image using proposed algorithm. By analysing algorithmic function proposed algorithm offer better performance when it is compared with particle swarm optimization (PSO) [27] and shuffled frog leaping algorithm (SFLA) [28] .
The histogram design for 2D image is shown in 
Signal to noise ratio (SNR):
The signal to noise ratio is defined as mean signal ratio to average standard deviation. The SNR can be evaluated by following equation. (14) Where δ is mean value, λ is standard deviation. Mean and standard deviation estimated using following equation:
 
Where, vi represent a variable at the i th index of a dataset, n represents the total number of variables, and C is total count of numbers in dataset. 
Mean square error (MSE):
The mean square error means loss carried out in variance of estimation which is derived from following equation.
Here T(i,k) express original pixel value, and T'(i,j) denoted as decoded pixel value. The traditional PSO and SFLA algorithms are easily fall into local optimum in high dimensional space and has a low convergence rate in the iterative process. But in case of TLOO, the convergence rate is higher than other approaches and it does not require algorithm-specific parameters. Hence, the computational complexity of proposed method is low when it is applied to solve the high dimensional and complex problems. The developed method is recommend improved performance correlated with actual PSO and SFLA in correlation with performance metrics such as computational cost, SNR, PSNR, MSE and convergence rate shows that Figs. 6 to 10.
Peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR):
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Conclusion
In this research developed a new approach for selecting optimal view point in DVR. Improved TLOO technique is used this paper for optimal view point evaluation. The view point evolution entropy used here to find entropy from the 3D dataset which will be beneficial for providing structural information and voxel effects within 3D volume data. The maximum entropy value is taken from this evaluation and it uses optimize lines and surface opacity for getting optimized view point. TLOO algorithm is utilized in this process for automatically choosing best view. For cost function evaluation, Kalman filter is induced in view point selection. The performance of proposed work is estimated in terms of convergence rate, SNR, PSNR and MSE. The performance results show the improved performance of volume rendering in 3D image with reduced computational complexity. The future work focuses on incorporating personalized user requirements into view point selection algorithm and providing best viewpoint selection for time varying dataset.
